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The FACE of TRIAL LAWYERS

From left: Sam Hibbs, Steven Schuetze, Farnaz Salessi, Dane Gilliam, Greg Bentley, Keith More, Clare Lucich, Jaimi Groothuis, Nico Mamone, Braydon Bentley

BENTLEY & MORE LLP
Southern California personal injury attorneys
Greg Bentley and Keith More have extensive
experience handling complex litigation in a
wide range of practice areas including product
liability, workers compensation, car accidents,
and serious injury. With the resources and
experience to handle even the most complex
civil actions and injury claims, the firm is
comprised of an experienced trial team with
personal injury, insurance law, and workers’
compensation expertise. “We specialize in
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difficult ‘crossover’ cases that touch multiple
practice areas, including assisting injured
workers get the care they need as well as
litigating against the third party that caused
the harm,” say the attorneys.
From complex personal injury, governmental
entity liability to insurance bad faith cases,
Bentley & More has earned a reputation for
getting exceptional outcomes for their clients.
No stranger to accolades, Greg Bentley and
Keith More are recognized as Super Lawyers top

50 in OC and Top 100 in Southern California.
Recently, More was named the 2022 Lawyer
of the Year for Workers’ Compensation Law –
Claimants in Orange County.
Of course, the firm’s success stories speak for
themselves: While working on a multistory
commercial building, one client tripped over
company supplies and fell 25 feet, resulting
in quadriplegia and permanent disability.
The firm achieved an award for $44.1M

in damages. In another case, a client was
awarded $7.45M for injuries sustained when
a company’s steel beam fell, striking his
head and back. In yet another case, the firm
secured a $30M catastrophic injury award
for a client who was struck in the face by a
truck driveshaft that sheared off and careened

through her windshield. These, and so many
more client stories exemplify the dedication
and tenacity of Bentley & More, attorneys
who steadfastly refuse to quit until justice is
served.
Known as passionate advocates, Bentley &
More are described by clients as “aggressive

and confident, yet deeply compassionate.” A
secret to their success? “We work closely with
our clients to deeply understand their lives
and needs – we tell their story,” says Bentley.
“We truly are helping people at their worst
moments and creating a better life for them,”
adds More.
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